
Analysis of the Reds Defensive effort: Tries Conceded during the 
2008 Super 14 Season 
  
The purpose of this study was to examine the Reds’ defensive statistics 
obtained during the 2008 Super 14 regular season and make 
recommendations on how the writer would go about improving the REDS 
defensive effectiveness for the 2009 season. By comparing and 
contrasting the defensive statistics from the Top Six Super 14 Teams with 
that of the Reds as well as analysing the causes for the tries conceded in 
2008 the Writer believes he can highlight areas, where the Reds could 
make defensive adjustments to improve. 
 
The writer will present his thoughts and assumptions and outline 
hypothetical goals and targets he would introduce to the team during the 
2009 Super 14 Season. By examinating the defensive statistics and 
strategies of the Reds and by breaking down these defensive areas into 
manageable goals and sub goals it is the writer’s belief that the larger 
global targets that have been outlined could be achieved.  
 
OVERVIEW 
 
The QLD REDS finished 12th overall during the 2008 Super 14 regular 
season on 18 points. The first placed team the Crusaders finished the 
regular season on 52 points and the last placed team the Lions finished 
with 12 points. 
 
Defensively the REDS had 323 points scored against them during the 
regular season, averaging approximately 25 points per game. The 
Crusaders who were the best team defensively had 176 points scored 
against them averaging approximately 14 points per game (See Figure: 1) 
                (Figure: 1: 1-SUPER 14 Table after round: 14) 
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The area of greatest interest for the writer was the amount of tries 
conceded by the REDS. Through Dvd footage and the use of fairplay 
software the writer examined in detail every try scored (37) against the 
REDS during the 2008 Super 14 season and came up with the reasons he 
believed they were conceded. These findings were grouped on an excel 
spreadsheet (See Appendix: 1) which allowed the writer to examine the 
data easily and to pick-up any trends which occurred within the 
information.    
 
The QLD Reds had 37 tries scored against them, which ranked them 8th 
best in the competition. From these 37 tries 17 of these originated from 
Structured play- 50m Receipts-KOs, Lineouts, Scrums or Free kicks. The 
other 20 originated from Unstructured play-Kicks or Turnovers. (See 
Appendix: 2) 
 
Crusaders, Waratahs and Stormers were all ranked 1st defensively when 
measured on tries conceded; the three teams conceded 21 tries each. The 
2nd best teams were the Sharks and Hurricanes on 23 tries conceded. 
There was a 9-try difference between 2nd and 3rd best teams with the 
Blues conceding 32 tries. The Top 5 teams in the competition all had a 
low overall tally of between 21-23 tries conceded against them and it is 
no coincidence that these same five team finished 1st to 5th in the overall 
points table after Week 14.   
 
Within the Unstructured defensive environment the REDS were 2nd worse 
in the competition. They were equal worse in the competition for tries 
originating from the opposition receiving the ball from their kicks 
resulting in 7 tries being scored against them. 
 
Upon examining these statistics and looking at footage the writer believes 
a goal of decreasing the total amount of tries from 37 to 23 tries 
conceded for the 2009 season, would be a tough but achievable target. 
In the unstructured environment the goal would be to decrease the 
amount from 20 tries to 11 tries and in the structured environment 
from 17 tries to 12 tries. 
 
How good your teams’ Defence is depends on a number of variables, 
including: Attitude and Commitment to Defence, Player’s Tackling 
Skills, Team’s Defensive Patterns, Communication, Strength and Level 
of Physical Conditioning. 
 
 
 



SIX POINT DEFENSIVE PLAN 
 
The writer believes the Reds Defence would improve significantly by 
developing the following; (1) Improving the Reds Attacking/Retention 
Abilities, (2) Reduce the Amount of Tries Conceded within the First 2 
Phases of the Opposition Attack, (3) Improving the Fitness and 
Strength Levels of the Players, (4) Playing Strong Field Position, (5) 
Improve Individual Players Defensive Abilities, (6) Building a 
Defensive Proud Team.  
 
The 1st part of the six way plan to reduce the total amount of tries 
conceded would be to Improve the Reds’ Attacking/Retention Abilities 
in the following area of; Catch and Pass, Ball in Contact and Set Piece 
Execution.   
 
Of the 13 tries conceded from Turnovers the Origins started from the 
following mistakes; Drop passes (4), Lost in Contact (3), Lost on Reds’ 
Lineout throw (3), Lost scrum feed (1) Pass Intercept (1) and Turnover @ 
Breakdown (1).  
 
From these findings the writer believes that you’re attacking skills and 
how proficient your team are at them has a profound effect upon your 
defence. If you are turning over possession regularly and within your own 
half statistically, you will be scored against. Conversely if you maintain 
possession and apply significant attacking pressure on your opposition 
you inturn place the pressure on their defensive structure and keep yours 
intacted.�The old adage "you can't score without the football" holds true, 
if your team can limit the time the opposition spends with the football it 
will go along way towards boosting your chances of winning. 
 
The 2nd part of the Reds defensive improvement plan would be to Reduce 
the Amount of Tries Conceded within the First Two Phases of the 
Oppositions Attack.28 of the total 36 tries the Reds conceded in 2008 
occurred within the first two phases, that was 78% of all tries conceded. 
(See Appendix: 3).  
 
Upon comparing and contrasting the statistics of the top six teams in the 
competition with the Reds, it can be seen that the Reds conceded too 
many tries in the early phases while the top teams conceded a lot more in 
the later phases, therefore drawing assumptions from these statistics it is 
an advantage to be able to defend for a greater number of phases if 
possible (See Appendix: 4). 
 



 
 
The writer believes this could be achieved by applying the following ;(1) 
Increasing the total amount of assist tackles, (2) Having a sequence 
pattern of defence from set piece for at least three phases (Scrum and 
lineout), and (3) Having a clear turnover defensive policy and targets 
accompanying that policy. 
 
Upon looking at the Reds tackle statistics a number of conclusions can be 
arrived at (See Appendix: 5). Regarding successful first up tackles the 
Reds achieved 79.9%, which was .8% higher than the competition 
average. Total overall successful tackles achieved were 85.1%, which 
was same as the competition average. At first glance these statistics seem 
sound however when analysing supporting statistics a number of 
problems come to light. 
 
Firstly the Reds were 3rd worse overall in the competition for percentage 
of tackles, which were dominant in tackle type (See Appendix: 6), but 
what was most worrying was that the Reds were the worst in the 
competition for Assists per tackle made (See Appendix: 7). These two 
statistics have an effect on other areas of defence such as the ability of the 
opposition to offload out of contact- Where again the Reds suffered as 
being 2nd worst overall (See Appendix: 8). Often the opposition’s ability 
to keep the ball alive through offloads transfers to an increase in 
linebreaks as well as an increase in pressure to the defending teams 
ability to regroup and set a strong and stable defensive line. 
 
From the statistics examined the Reds clearly were not exerting enough 
dominance in the tackle area. The writer believes a number of tactics can 
be implemented to improve these statistics. Firstly a greater awareness of 
this problem needs to be highlighted to the team and small targets be 
introduced for each game. A team defensive target could be that 55-
60% of all tackles made should include an assist (2nd man into help the 
1st initial tackler). Individuals need to be made aware of their roles close to 
the tackle area. By organising the roles of players inside and outside the 
defending player marking the attacking ball carrier can assist to increase 
number of assist tackles. Below (Figure: 2) the writer has attempted to 
explain the set up and roles using a simple diagram. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
     
 
 
           
           
           
           
                                                                             
 
 
 
The above diagram represents the set up and the roles in a general play 
defensive line. The Hammer is a defending player whose opposite 
attacking player has just passed the ball to his support player. It is 
important that once his man has passed the ball he reaccelerates and 
remains square allowing him to make a front on tackle if it presents itself, 
he also shouts “Hammer, Hammer, Hammer,” this does two things: firstly 
it generates positive defensive communication which often gathers 
momentum throughout the team, secondly it tells the Ball defender on his 
outside that he is performing his defensive role on the inside of him. Once 
he has reaccelerated he is looking to make an assist tackle with the Ball 
defender as the attacking ball player may attempt to step inside the Ball 
defender. If this occurred the Hammer defender would hit the attacking 
player forward in a double tackle (assist) with the Ball defender. If he is 
unable to make an assist tackle he works as the 2nd man in competing 
hard for the ball on the ground. 
 
The Ball defender is opposite the attacking ball carrier; his job is to 
perform a low tackle to anchor the ball carrier as quickly as possible. This 
does two things; firstly it stops the attackers momentum quickly and 
secondly it allows a competition for possession at the tackle zone by 
either the Ball defender who performs a tackle-jackal type tackle or as 
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Figure: 2 
Core of all Defence 

Attacking Ball player 

Hammer Ball Jammer 



well as the Hammer defender who comes in and competes hard for the 
ball as the 2nd man in.  
 
A team target could be that at 80% of all breakdowns there needs to 
be at least one man contesting the tackle area 
 
Hopefully this would produce one of three positive outcomes; 1) The 
Hammer produces a turnover. 2) The Hammer slows down the speed of 
opposition possession, which in turns allows the defending team to set a 
strong defensive line and 3) The Defending team receives a free kick for 
attacking team not releasing.  
 
The Jammer  defender stays outside and behind the Ball defender in the 
defensive line. He keeps his shoulders square allowing him to react to the 
opposition attacking player and also assisting the Ball defender in any 
assist tackles if it presents itself. His role also is too block out any 
attacking support runners. This stops the attacking team gaining any 
offloads, which hopefully transfers to the attacking team losing 
continuity. The Jammer defender must perform this in a way not to make 
it obvious to the referee; he cannot tackle or hold the opposition player 
without the ball however he can make it hard for them to gain a clear 
support line by taking his time to get out of their way. 
 
It is important in the coaching of this defensive set-up that the words 
associated with certain roles and actions (eg-“Hammer”) have a meaning 
and elicit a response when used. The players need to match actions with 
words and the coach’s needs to drive the words and their actions during 
training sessions. These roles will be further strengthen if players are 
rewarded for performing these roles well during games and this can be 
reinforced when players are individually reviewed after games.  
 
Strategically having a predetermined sequenced pattern of defence from 
scrums and lineout’s produces a number of advantages. Firstly groups  of 
players such as tight five can be placed together in a defensive line after 
set piece finishes for a number of phases .This allows less agile defenders 
to keep their spacing close and to work more comfortably together. It also 
allows the larger forwards to conserve energy which can be used in other 
aspects of the game. After the 1st and 2nd phases backs can be arranged to 
move towards the edges of the defensive line to cover faster opposition 
on the edges of the field. The goal would be to arrange the players in the 
defensive line after scrums and lineouts for at least three phases. After 
these initial three phases occurred, general principles of spacing and 
folding would prevail as you could not predict who and how many would 



be involved in the tackle contest and how the attacking team was 
structuring their attack. 
 
The key to successfully implementing this defensive strategy would be to 
start to intimidate within the 1st three phases:  - Big Hits, two men assist 
tackles and contesting the breakdown would allow a sequenced defence 
pattern to be successful as players would have time to organise 
themselves within defensive line pattern. Appendix: 9 shows an example 
of such a pattern from a lineout start. 
 
The Transition from attack to defence is an important one and during the 
2008 Super 14 season 35 % (13 tries) of all the Reds conceded tries came 
from Turnovers origins, 70% (9 tries) of these occurring within one phase 
of the turnover. 
 
It is therefore the writers belief that part of the Reds defensive set-up is to 
have a clear Turnover defensive policy. Firstly when a Turnover occurs a 
call needs to be made so the players know there is a need to react quickly 
and turnover policies are enabled. A call such as “Mayday” could be 
relayed throughout the team so players know their first responsibility is to 
get into the defensive line. Secondly the team should try to kill off the 
turnover quickly by, “Cutting it off!” this means a defending player/or 
players outside the opposition ball carrier may come in and make a blind 
tackle to stop the turnover from gaining momentum. Thirdly at the first 
tackle contest (if it occurs) after a TO, tacklers need to slow down the ball 
release; this buys time for the defence to make good decisions and make 
necessary adjustments. Lastly if the opposition makes a linebreak from a 
TO every defending player must make an effort to get between the ball 
and his own defensive try line.  
 
The 3rd part of the Reds defensive improvement plan would be to 
Improving the Fitness and Strength Levels of the players. Upon 
examining the times tries were conceded in the game (Figure:3) Shows 
that the 2nd half the Reds conceded 62% of their tries another telling 
statistic was that during the last 20 min periods’ of the games the Reds 
conceded 40% of all their tries. 
 
Without a high level of physical conditioning all defensive variables will 
be affected. There are numerous times in defence where players are 
required to do many high intensity efforts, these efforts lead to 
accumulation of high levels of lactic acid and the depletion of energy 
stores. Accumulated lactic acid affects performance. As a result, the 
writer believes a large emphasis needs to be given to physical 



conditioning training to increase the ability of players to tolerate lactic 
acid, so they are more effective in defence. 
If a team is conditioned so that they are more able to tolerate Lactic Acid 
(physically and mentally) especially in defensive efforts, they will have 
less defensive errors related to an increase in fatigue (eg; over tracking, 
mistackles and positional mistakes) they will also be better able to hold 
teams out for longer periods. 
  
The Improvement in Strength and Conditioning can be achieved through 
the conventional methods, however the writer beliefs conditioning games 
based on specific game related aspects of defence would be the best way 
to enhance the player’s defensive conditioning and decision-making 
under fatigue.  
 

  

 
Improved conditioning of your team leads to: - increased work rate, faster 
player reactions, increased enjoyment, lower error rate, and good self 
feeling 
 
The 4th part of the Reds plan to improve its defence is to strategically 
have a strong emphasise on playing field position. That is play as much 
rugby in the oppositions half as possible. 
 

TIME TRY WAS CONCEDED IN GAME 
Total Tries conceded  for 
each 10 min time period  

0-10   Minutes 6 = 16% 

10-20 Minutes 2 = 5% 

20-30 Minutes   3 = 8% 

30-40 Minutes 3 = 8 % 

40-50 Minutes 4 = 11% 

50-60 Minutes 4 = 11% 

60-70 Minutes 7 = 19% 

70-80 Minutes 8 = 22% 

1st  Half Total 14 = 38% 

2nd Half Total 23 = 62% 

Last 20 mins 
15 = 40% of all tries 

conceded 

Figure: 3 TIME TRY WAS CONCEDED IN GAME  



Upon examinating try origins from Set Piece (Opposition Scrum and 
Lineout possession)   it was interesting to note that 92 % all tries 
conceded originated from within the Reds defending half. If you also 
included Tries 21, 24, 26 and 27 which were conceded due to the Reds 
turning over possession from their own Set Piece (within their own half) 
it becomes an important statistic. By limiting the amount of opposition set 
piece possession, within your defending half and more importantly within 
your own 22m will limit the amount of scoring opportunities for the 
opposition. Exit strategies are needed to be developed and executed and 
kick chase strategies need to be enhanced and adhered to, allowing the 
Reds to win the Battle for Territory.  
 
An important point to note while examining this section is that “Defence 
Starts at Set piece!” By disrupting opposition delivery or turning over 
possession saves teams a lot of tackles and strengthens your defensive 
systems. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Upon examining the Turnover Tries Conceded and Where they 
Originated from on the Field a different set of trends emerged from that 
of Set piece. By examining Figure: 5 you can see the Tries Conceded 
Origins were spread fairly evenly between both half’s of the field. The 
writer believes this is due to a couple of reasons; Firstly oppositions were 
able to score as many as 53% of turnover tries from within their own half, 
this was in stark contrast from Set piece where only 8% of all Set piece 
tries originated from within the oppositions half. 
 
When the Reds turnover their possession in attack they are suddenly in an 
Unstructured Defensive Environment and they need to make the 
transition from Attack to Defence quickly .Often after a turnover teams 

WHERE ON THE FIELD DID TRY ORIGINATE FROM  

Opposition try line to Opposition 22m line 0 = 0% 

Opposition 22m line to 1/2 Way 1 = 8% 

1/2 Way to Reds 22m line    4 = 31%  

Reds 22m line to Reds tryline    8 = 62%  

Figure: 4 SET PIECE 



are able to Breach the defensive line quickly as they are not set and are 
often disjointed. When examining the Individual defensive elements 
within the TO conceded tries section it was clear from the statistics that 
there were many mistakes made by players as they were often working as 
individuals rather than in a system or defensive line.   
 
This environment is different from set piece where the Reds defensive 
line structures and systems are in place before the opposition attacking 
launch occurs. This is why defending a turnover is a very dangerous 
scenario as teams are often able to score from deep within their own 
territory. As the writer outlined earlier it is important a turnover defensive 
policy exists to defend effectively when these situations occur. 
 
   
                                                                    
 
 

 
 
When examining tries conceded from kick’s received by the opposition 
from the Reds and where on the field they originated, more interesting 
facts emerged. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

WHERE ON THE FIELD DID TRY ORIGINATE FROM   

Opposition try line to Opposition 22m line 3 = 43% 

Opposition 22m line to 1/2 Way 2 = 29% 

1/2 Way to Reds 22m line 1 = 14% 

Reds 22m line to Reds tryline 1 = 14% 

 

WHERE ON THE FIELD DID TRY ORIGINATE FROM   

Opposition try line to Opposition 22m line 2 = 15% 

Opposition 22m line to 1/2 Way 5 = 38% 

1/2 Way to Reds 22m line 2 = 15% 

Reds 22m line to Reds tryline 4 = 32% 

Figure: 5 TURNOVERS 

Figure: 6 KICKS RECEIVED BY OPPOSITION FROM REDS  



 
When looking at figure: 6, 43% of all tries conceded by kicks originated 
in the oppositions 22 and 72% originated within the oppositions half. The 
writer believes there were a combination of reasons why these tries where 
conceded; Individual defensive element mistakes, Poor kick chase 
mechanics (Defensive system) and Dropped/Poor catches from High 
ball/Chip kicks (Individual attacking elements ) where the major reasons. 
 
Improvement of individual defensive elements will be outlined in the next 
section. Kick Chase Policy needs to be enhanced with a slight technical 
change: Players in the kick chase line need to turn and run back (at least 
5-10 metres) to support the player jumping for the ball. It is the writer’s 
belief upon watching DVD footage that by turning and making the effort 
to block the run of opposition kick chasers would allow Red’s players 
going for the ball a clearer jump for possession. At least three tries 
conceded during 2008 could have been avoided if players adhered to this 
slight change.  
 
The 5th part of the Reds plan to improve its defence involves Improving 
the Individual Players Defensive Elements  
 
When studying the tries conceded in 2008 individual defensive mistakes 
had a bearing directly or indirectly on nearly all of the tries conceded. 
Technical elements such as miss tackles, offload misses, overtacking, and 
poor tackle technique, all contributed to the Reds being scored against. 
 
Frank Endacott the ex New Zealand rugby league coach used a quote the 
writer believes in, “Defence is a team responsibility, Tackling is an 
Individual Responsibility.” A Coach can look at improving a players’ 
tackle technique but more importantly each player must have a Desire 
and a love of tackling.  
 
Before the start of preseason the writer believes an EDL/playlist of every 
Reds player should be complied displaying strengths and weaknesses and 
how effective their tackle technique is (4-5 clips). After reviewing these 
strengths and weakness each player should meet with the coaches to 
determine how they are going to improve and develop an action plan to 
achieve these improvements. 
 
 
 
 



It was interesting to gain an insight into the selection criteria of Graham 
Henry the current All Black coach when the writer attended the 
International Rugby Academy in New Zealand during 2007. Henry stated 
when selecting individual players for the All Blacks he looks at each 
players’ defensive abilities first and their attacking abilities second. This 
is sound criteria for developing a team of great defenders and to 
reproduce the same selection criteria for the REDS would certainly 
increase the team’s defensive effectiveness. 
 
An Individual goal of 87 % Tackle Success for games could be a 
useful target for individual players also each player according to his 
position would be given a Tackle Amount Target that he would aim 
to achieve. 
 
During preseason large sections of training time needs to be assigned to 
the improvement of individuals defensive elements. These training 
sessions could be arranged in closed and open skill training 
environments. Technical areas such as Tackle Technique, 2 man Assist 
Tackles, Tackle-Jackal skills and Hammer-Ball-Jammer activities would 
be developed. The writer believes, “If you tackle soft you play soft!” So it 
is important that time is given to developing the best tacklers possible. 
 
The 6th and finally part of the Reds plan to improve its defence involves 
Building a defensively Proud Team. 
 
It’s important for any team like the Reds trying to improve their Defence 
that they build a Mindset, a Defensive identity. Players need to know that 
their attitude and commitment to defence is paramount.  The writer 
believes that, “Defence sets your attitude!” if you are defending well 
everything else follows. The writer believes you can develop a 
defensively proud team in a number of ways; 
 
When defending as a team the players as a group should have the feeling 
of togetherness, that by defending well they are helping their teammates 
and not letting anyone down.   A quote used by Wayne Smith when Head 
coach of the All Blacks encompasses this feeling, “You can tell the spirit 
of a team by the way they defend!” The coaches have an important role in 
fostering this feeling. At every opportunity the coach should show the 
squad examples of the team and individuals defending successfully both 
at training and in games. The coaches can also show other successful 
rugby teams defending well.  
 
 



Players respond to both a challenge and encouragement. Statistics sheets 
can be useful motivational tools if used correctly (See Appendix :). Offer 
praise to players with high work rates as well as those that make quality 
tackles or the tackles that really count in desperate situations. Awards can 
be given for; “Best defender and Highest tackle count”. Players need to 
know that defending is an important part of team play and it will be 
recognized and rewarded if done well by individuals and by the team. 
 
In conclusion the writer hopes that he has given a sound review of the 
Reds defensive elements through the use of statistics gained through the 
2008 super 14 season and by examining the causes of the 37 tries 
conceded by the Reds. He believes the goal of decreasing the total 
amount of tries from 37 to 23 tries conceded for the 2009 season, 
would be a tough but achievable target if smaller subgoals in training 
and games were obtained.  
 
Finally Defence is critical and having a good defence is twofold. Firstly it 
stops oppositions from scoring and secondly it creates opportunities to 
score. One quote the writer has used before and believes to be true is 
written below. 
 
“ATTACK WINS GAMES DEFENCE WINS CHAMPIONSHIPS!” 
 
   
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


